CIVIL ENGINEERING, BS

PEOPLE

Professors
Gregory W. Harrington (Department Chair)
Awad Hanna
Bill Likos
Steve P. Loheide
Katherine (Trina) McMahon
Daniel Noguera
David Noyce
Jae Park
Gustavo Parra-Montesinos
Bin Ran
Christy Remucal
Jeffrey Russell
James Jay Schauer
Chin H. Wu
Xiaopeng Li

Associate Professors
Paul Block
Dante Fratta
Matthew Ginder-Vogel
Andrea Hicks
Jose Pincheira
Pavana Prabhakar
Hiroki Sone
James Tinjum
Daniel Wright

Assistant Professors
Hannah Blum
Sikai Chen
Jesse Hampton
Nimish Pujara
Mohan Qin
Bu Wang
Haoran Wei
Zhenhua Zhu

See also civil and environmental engineering faculty directory (https://directory. engr.wisc.edu/cee/faculty/).